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Abstract

“Back to the roots” is what we may call our experience in our researches concerning gut-brain axis. What Hippocrates, Plato, Ibn-Khaldun, Galen, and many other philosophers from antique ages suggested can be proven today with all our technological aids. The observation in the old of the link ages between nutrition and the well being of our souls, mind, and bodies was found to be true. In fact, what the ancient philosophers said about nutrition in connection with a healthy life is quite similar to what we hear in the recent years. This is a demonstration of how important it is to observe ourselves as humans. In the last researches, the connection between gut and brain and their formation of the personal mood showed the same results. Together with the mood, the spirit has also proven to be influenced by nutrition. Our industrial era put the focus right from the beginning more on feeding masses than on nurturing human kind. Leaving that aside, the doctors today concentrate more on diagnosis and their foreseen treatment than on observing and preventing diseases. A healthy and conscious nutrition is the start of a healthy worth living life. What philosophers and doctors found out hundreds of years ago should be applicable and excisable today.
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1. Past-future nutrition

Health is not only the absence of illness but also a complete state of physical, mental, and social well-being as defined by the World Health Organization [1]. We can see the importance of environmental factors as well as the genetic factors in terms of people’s view of health. To be a healthy individual, we should think physical health together with mental and spiritual health as a whole. We should not forget that the health of the location is connected with the environmental social circle [2].
When it comes to nutrition and philosophy, we can define that to search for wisdom. The philosopher is also the person who is trying to reach wisdom. Accordingly, philosophy has meant for the Greek “love of wisdom” or “quest for wisdom.” Philosophy is also known as art of thought [3].

When examining the nutritional philosophy, it is necessary to examine the effect of the body, and why and what we eat. The first thing we need to examine is the nutrition itself. Nutrition is an action that must be done consciously to get the nutritional items needed by the body in sufficient quantities and at the right time to maintain health and improve quality of life. This action must be provided at every stage of the life cycle. Over the past three centuries, significant changes have occurred in people’s habitats and eating habits. The modern agriculture and production practices that have developed from the Paleolithic period to the present day have laid the foundation of the intense energy-containing nutrition pattern of the century we are in and have caused human health to be adversely affected [4].

The ideas and interactions of human beings with regard to nutrition and their effects on humans have been conveyed throughout generations. Communication between healthy nutrition and mental health diseases has been described, and philosophers have expressed the influence of nutrition on people’s mood and body.

We investigated the meaning of the term “Our bowels are leading us.”

In the ancient ages, philosophers and doctors were mostly the same persons. They observed the influence of nutrition on human behavior and emphasized that a healthy diet is a prerequisite for a healthy life. They were convinced that the way to get rid of diseases is mainly healthy nutrition. But the advent of medicine has turned from nutrition-health-related acceptance to drug-health-related acceptance, and medicine has put more weight on drug-oriented treatments.

While being able to be healthy by simply eating natural food, increasing technology and industry have laid ground for poor quality nutrition and have created new diseases. Medicine, however, has increased its awareness in recent years and has begun to find ways of preserving food without chemical add-ons. Nutrition for a healthy well-being is the most important of these.

In fact, what the ancient philosophers said about nutrition in connection with a healthy life is quite similar to what we hear in recent years. This is a demonstration of how important it is to observe ourselves as humans. The last researches, the connection between gut and brain and their formation of the personal mood showed the same results that had been found in ancient eras. Together with the mood, the spirit has also proven to be influenced by nutrition. ... Fundamental researches have shown that a healthy long life is found by the importance of not only eating healthy but also eating less. We can put it as simple as the philosopher Ibn Khaldun said: “Hunger does not kill, an overfilled stomach does.”

2. Philosophy of nutrition

2.1. Nutrition and philosophy in history

Physicians nowadays seem to have a good level of knowledge about the disease, but their approach to a healthy life is lacking. The development of technology of course accelerates
the diagnosis of diseases. And the rapid diagnosis with the foreseen treatment of diseases causes the physicians to concentrate only on the diagnosis. As the diseases progressed in antique ages, some physicians have begun not only to heal but also to find ways to prevent illness. These first studies of the ancient world show amazing similarities to the recent studies, despite all the technological improvements we enjoy nowadays.

When we look at nutrition and health throughout history, we can find some common points of the most famous philosophers. It seems like a healthy life was more prevalent in antiquity. They were absolutely aware of the importance of nutrition in order to be healthy and get rid of diseases. Hippocrates [fifth century BC], the oldest Greek doctor, emphasized the importance of a diet after he observed the positive output on numerous patients. At that time, he actually linked many diseases to unhealthy eating habits and emphasized the importance of healthy food as a permanent therapy instead of an empirical drug treatment. In addition, he also stated the importance of physical exercising on a regular basis.

Claudius Galenus, who is usually known as Galen, considered himself a student of the Hippocratic school. He extended his researches as a whole and explains the positive influence of a healthy diet in his book of six volumes, which contains the six “non-naturalia.” The sense of the Greek term “d’aita” was much broader than what nowadays has remained to be called “diet,” so nutrition is only one of them. The other five aspects of a healthy life identified by Galen were environment; rest, including sleep; motion or exercise; evacuations including sexuality; and the state of mind or inner harmony.

We can define nutrition philosophy as a part of the health philosophy. To look at the historical philosophy of nutrition and health, it is necessary to look from the antiquity to the twenty-first century.

With the development of the industrial and material era, the issue of a healthy nutrition has increased. What supposed to be the basis of a healthy life depreciated its value over the last century. We can find the roots of healthy nutrition again in the ancient civilization, especially the Greek era. The Greeks were the first who established physiocratic schools that teach that health is not separate from our social environment and our human behavior.

Regarding the connection of nutrition and health, we can refer to the social, physical, and environmental characteristics of the individual health of animals and plants. Nutritional knowledge, which is divergent in our narrow sense, is not only about eating and drinking and their biological aspects but also about the social and environmental concerns of animals and plants.

The new concepts are similar with what the ancient philosophers said. A new Meikirch model for individual care and public health was developed and published in 2014. According to this model, people’s demands are based simply on physiological, psychosocial, and environmental matters. These physiological demands are oxygen, food, and water, and there are necessities such as birth, childbirth, and so on. Second, psychosocial demands are developing in the relations among people. Third, environmental factors are affecting the health, like clean water, air pollution, a safe working environment, etc. As of the healthy lifestyle described in the Meikirch model, environmental factors are important, as well as being aware of one’s own health.
Unexpected guests once visited Heraclitus, found him in the kitchen, and were embarrassed to encounter this unbalanced situation for this distinguished man. However, it is reported that Heraclitus said: “Come in, there are Gods even here!” If nutrition is actually a human health issue, he was the first to identify the unity of nature [6].

Plato is one of the most important philosophers of Greece, with regard to health and speech. He was born in Athens, 428–348 BC. Plato also emphasizes the importance of proper nutrition and exercise to be healthy just like other philosophers, but according to Plato, olive oil is “useful”; however, it should not take an important place in the diet. He stated that olive oil is good for the outer parts of the human body but, at the same time, not too good to eat and digest. Fruits and dairy seem to have an important place in his diet; however, Plato’s favorite foods were wheat and barley flour [9].

It is interesting that in ancient times olive oil cultivation plays an important role, but Plato does not recommend high amounts of olive oil. It is an important food value that encourages grain consumption.

The Pisagor School is clearly seen in the absence of the meat; vegetables and fruits are preferred, and consumption of meat was claimed to be related to obesity and disease. Plato’s belief in the reincarnation of the souls might explain it. Plato said that the excess of nutrition causes excess diseases [9].

It is striking that philosophy associates obesity with disease and, at the same time, a short life expectancy. Dietary excess is considered to be an important contributor to human diseases. As a result, the diet should be kept in the hands of doctors or gymnastics instructors. In fact, the meaning of this concept is that dietetics should be seen as a separate field of medicine, not just an art.

The diet model depicted in Plato’s works has distinct similarities with the Mediterranean diet. Over the last few decades, this diet has gained considerable popularity due to its beneficial effects on health. Many studies have shown that the Mediterranean diet is associated with lower incidence of stroke, coronary heart disease, and some types of cancer (although at the time, the basic elements of this diet model are based on ancient civilizations evolving around the Mediterranean). In fact, in the “Mediterranean diet,” the main components are olive and olive oil, wheat, grape, and usually vegetables in all forms of salads [9, 10].

Avicenna is seen as the foundation stone of medicine. Avicenna’s nutritional and health-related expressions suggest that eating habits have a health effect. While the habit was to eat twice a day full meals, he recommended to eat little by little and only small amounts. It has been argued that people interact with the environment; hereditary changes are based on diseases of the digestive system. To his relatives, he suggested eating mixed food from plants and animals to get rid of stomach and intestinal complaints [11].

Erzurumi İbrahim Hakkı, who lived in the eighteenth century and was a Turkish and Islamic thinker, has examined six titles in his “Marifet,” “little food, little sleep, little talk.”
He emphasized that eating more food gives you the weight you do not need. He said that hunger can be a medicine and that the body’s health would only be provided with few meals, not to say starvation. He stated that it gives you a good feeling to feel hungry and to have a better taste when you eat again. According to him, food is actually consumed by one’s life, and a full stomach reduces the life span [12].

İbrahim Hakkı said that there are three things that cause problems in your life: too much food, too much sleep, and too much talk. If your stomach is full, your soul dies. If you eat less, your body turns into your soul. You can provide the health of your body by eating less, and you can provide the health of your soul by sleeping less. If your stomach is completely full, it is like you are losing your spirit, and as long as you feel that full stomach, your true spirit will not come back. To stay a little hungry helps you to sleep less [12].

In Ibn Khaldun’s first book, *Mukaddime*, the relationship between food stress and food abundance and physical condition, the mental and moral structures of man have been examined. Ibn Khaldun’s view of health and ethics, which will be taken into consideration from the point of view of nutrition and health, is very thought-provoking. It has been observed that geographical regions have different soil fertility compared to climate changes and that the people living there influence the body structure and spirit of the feeding style [13, 14].

Ibn Khaldun observes that the bodies and morals of the nomadic people of the desert, lacking all kinds of negativity and deprivation, are more beautiful and esthetically pleasing than the bodies and morals of the people in fertile regions within abundance. In Ibn Khaldun’s observation, the skin colors of people with little food are pure, clean, and beautiful, and people are pure in morality; he states that even the looks and clothes are perfect, and the characters are far from extremes. However, their minds quickly acquire knowledge and truth, and their understanding is excellent [13, 14].

According to Ibn Khaldun’s observations, consuming too much food causes some bad nausea and stinking yellow bile, black bile, and sputum in proportion to the irregularity of the moisture of these foods. Therefore, the colors become distorted, and the shapes become ugly by taking excessive weight. Not being confined to the image, he finds the excessive consumption of nutrients as an idea of blinded minds. Ibn Khaldun’s observations are that hunger makes the shapes and forms of desert animals beautiful. He maintains this determination for people. Therefore, people who experience a certain time of hunger also get beautiful shapes and minds. The people of the fertile crops, where the animals are rich and the fruits are abundant, are often characterized by weak minds and ideas. There is a difference in the mental states of people who live in the desert eating mainly dates, North African people who eat barley, olive-fed Andalusians, and people who live in the richest of varieties. In the years of famine, deaths from people in before-mentioned regions are rare. Those who live in abundance and prosperity often wrinkle their bowels when they are forced to eat less, contrary to their habits, because they are often accustomed to additives
and fat. The intestine, a weak organ, is ill-founded. Such a disease will kill quickly. In
terrelation to nutrition and health, Ibn Khaldun has interesting findings. According to him,
hunger does not kill those killed during hunger; it actually kills the satiety they are used
to [13, 14].

If you are accustomed to this nutrition with limited additive and low fat, the alteration of the
food will not dry up the bowels. While those living in abundance and eating all kinds of food
and additives were seen dead at times of hunger. Ibn Khaldun says that hunger should be
gradually brought into customary in people’s lives. He says that many of the full eaters will
be susceptible to diseases and it will be those people who suddenly go hungry [14].

2.2. History of nutrition philosophy

There is a point where philosophers of antiquity, daily philosophers, and those whom we
considered to be the cornerstone of medicine are concerned about nutrition and human mood,
ilnesses, and the whole of life. The importance of nutrition for a healthy living is emphasized,
and the importance of environmental factors is pointed out as well. The outcome of these
observations was influenced by body and soul foods.

They were the first to hold nutrition for mental and physical health responsibly, with the same
consensus that excess nutrients would cause obesity and illness. In the old era, the desire to
find the secrets of staying healthy was the primary focus, while during the last years, the focus
was put on medical treatments.

In recent years, it has been understood that studies on protection from diseases are important
for the Mediterranean diet—barley, olive oil, and olive nutrition.

In recent years, gut-brain axis has been discovered. Observing the philosophers, the effect of
food on the mood of people is scientifically proven today.

In the next steps, what food should we eat to protect ourselves from chronic diseases? These
are observations of philosophers and medical men coming to this day from the antic ages that
must be looked at:

People are influenced by their environment, and the food they eat will affect the resulting
mood balance. It is not possible that one cannot think of a person as unimpressed by the
nutrients and environmental conditions. In the last years, with the increasing technology, it
is impossible to ignore the harm that technological devices give to people. Besides the loss
of naturalism every year and besides the development of technological developments, the
Internet and social media are inevitable.

The development of technology in the twenty-first century affects the mental and physical
health of our children, especially in the school age, due to the rapid and convenient use of
Internet/computer. We can think about media dependency, television, mobile phone, com-
puter, and Internet dependencies. Among them, technology dependency is increasing day
by day in terms of public health. Technology addiction is causing problems in the physical,
psychological, social, and cognitive developments of children and youth [15–17]. As a result
of the studies carried out in our country, interlinked Internet addiction and obesity are facing a serious public health problem [18].

In the last years, it has become more difficult to be healthy. New health problems are added to the old ones that we cannot move away from our life, like technology to the deterioration of the nature of nutrition and the environmental factors that negatively affect human health. In order to remain healthy, all we can do is pay attention to the negativity of the twentieth and twenty-first centuries and to act accordingly.

2.3. Brain and gut reliability

Hippocrates said “All diseases start in the intestine,” paying attention to the Hippocrates gut. The same question that has begun with Avicenna, Ibn Khaldun, and Hippocrates has been pushing us for centuries: do our guts rule us?

The role of intestinal microbiota in health and disease is increasingly recognized. The microbiota-intestinal-brain axis is a two-way path between the brain and the gastrointestinal tract. It is well known that intestinal microbiota affects the physiological, behavioral, and cognitive functions of the brain. Gut microbiota may include brain axis, intestinal microbiota and metabolic products thereof, enteric nervous system, sympathetic and parasympathetic branches within the autonomic nervous system, neural-immune system, neuroendocrine system, and central nervous system. In addition, there may be communication pathways between the intestinal microbiota and the brain, including the neural network of the intestine and brain, neuroendocrine-hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, intestinal immune system, some neurotransmitters synthesized by intestinal bacteria, and barrier pathways including neural regulators and intestines. Mucosal barrier and blood bar brain barrier. Irregularities in intestinal microbiota compositions have been described in a variety of neuropsychiatric disorders such as autism, schizophrenia, and depression. Furthermore, preclinical studies suggest that this may be the driving force behind behavioral abnormalities observed in these conditions. Understanding how the bacterial compartment plays a role in regulating brain functions may lead to new strategies for the development of microbiota-based therapies for these neurological diseases [19–22]. The bacterial colonists in our intestines communicate with the CNS and regulate brain neurochemistry and behavior in a number of different ways that are slowly resolving. These mechanisms include the production of bacterial metabolites, such as cytokines, and immunologic agents and signal directly to the brain via the vagus nerve.

2.4. Gut-brain axis mechanisms

2.4.1. Immune responses

The signals sent to the brain via immunoreactive cytokines are the vagus nerve or blood-brain barrier through the brain. Gram-bacteria stimulate the production of proinflammatory cytokines, IL-6 and IL-1 beta. These receptors appear on the monocyte macrophage microglia as a result of binding of the lipopolysaccharides of the cell wall of the gram-bacteria to the toll-like receptors (irritable bowel and intestinal gut permeability impairment). Stimulation in the
systemic circulation is the answer to the inflammatory response. This inflammation response is mediated via the brainstem vagus [23, 24].

2.4.2. The vagus nerve

It plays a vital role in facilitating two-way communication between the intestine and the brain. Microbiota activates this. Cutting the vagus nerve facilitates anxiolytic behaviors in mice. Probiotics show antidepressant and anxiolytic effect via vagus [25, 26].

2.4.3. Short-chain fatty acids

Glycoside hydrolases and polysaccharide lyase enzymes in the probiotic bacterium convert the fibers into short-chain fatty acids. It is well known that intestinal bacteria are the main source of short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) such as butyric acid, propionic acid, and acetic acid. These molecules, while not belonging to classical neuroactive substances, can act more finely on neuronal function. The best of them are probably butyrate. These SCFAs are histone deacetylase inhibitors. It is linked to free fatty acid receptors in the cell. SCFA can directly affect brain physiology and behavior [22, 27, 28].

Evidence shows that butyric acid and propionic acid can regulate neurotransmission. SCFA can directly affect brain physiology and behavior. Metabolic benefits of soluble fiber on body weight and glucose control is not fully understood. Studies have shown that intestinal gluconeogenesis (IGN) has beneficial effects on glucose and energy homeostases. Propionate and butyrate activated the intestinal microbiota to activate IGN through complementary mechanisms of soluble fiber fermentation. While butyrate activates IGN gene expression through a cAMP-dependent mechanism, propionate itself is an IGN substrate that activates IGN gene expression via an intestinal-brain neural cycle involving the fatty acid receptor FFAR3 [29, 30].

Short-chain fatty acids (SCFA), such as propionic (PPA) and butyric acid (BA), which are bacterial fermentation products, have an increased prevalence in host health but may also be neurodevelopmental environmental contributors [31]. Changes in the microbial composition of the intestine have a role in health and disease, including brain function and behavior.

2.4.4. Enteroendocrine cells

Enteroendocrine cells (EECs) are special cells that can produce intestines, peptides/signaling molecules (i.e. 5-HT, cholecystokinin [CCK], glucagon-like peptide [GLP]-1, and peptide YY [PYY]) affecting their own cognate receptors on the vagus nerve to prevent gastric emptying, to induce satiety, and to reduce the size of the food [32].

SCFAs have been shown to affect the secretion of saturated peptides from EETs. Microbial metabolites increase CCK, PYY, and GLP-1 secretions by binding to FFAR1 and FFAR3 receptors of the same origin, also expressed on EECs [33].

2.4.5. Triptofan

The gut-brain axis is a two-way communication system between the central nervous system and the gastrointestinal tract. Serotonin, also serves as a key neurotransmitter at both
terminals of the network. Accumulated evidence suggests that the gut microbiota regulates the normal functioning of this axis. In particular, the metabolism of tryptophan in this arrangement is open and can play an important role in microbial effect on the serotonergic system. Behavior affected by the conflict between the intestinal microbiota is an important behavior based on serotonergic neurotransmission. Developing serotonergic systems may be vulnerable to different microbial colonization models determined prior to the occurrence of adult-like intestinal microbiota. On the other side of life, intestinal microbiota may determine the diversity and stability of decreased serotonin-related health problems in the elderly. These underlying mechanisms require more details but may be related to the ability to control the metabolism of tryptophan host along the pathway of the intestinal microbiota, thus reducing the fraction available for the synthesis of serotonin and increase the production of neuroactive metabolites. These pathways, enzymes, and immune stress-responsive systems will enhance the brain-gut axis. Additionally, in the gastrointestinal tract that may be affected by local changes in serotonin concentration, the signal processes are neural signals through the gut following scaffold to affect the CNS neurotransmission. Therapeutic targeting of intestinal microbiota could be a therapeutic strategy that can be applied to serotonin-related disorders of the gastrointestinal tract [34].

3. Gut-brain axis and philosophy

In the twenty-first century, the nutritional philosophy agenda is under the title of “intestines and probiotics” and focuses on the effects of probiotics on the immune response, enteroendocrine system, efferent pathways of the vagal nerves, tight intestinal connections, tryptophan, catecholamines, and short-chain fatty acids. When talking about probiotics as fuel, prebiotics are emerging. Glycoside hydrolases and polysaccharide lyases found in probiotics degrade barley fibers and convert them into acetic acid, propionic acid, butyric acid, and short-chain fatty acids. By inhibiting 1-histone deacetylase, these products inhibit tumor growth and metastasis. It also affects a number of physiological functions by binding to intracellular receptors. Efferent vagal nerve activation affects physiology and behavior. Maintaining glial homeostasis controls inflammation in the brain. Propionic acid affects glucose metabolism and body weight by activating fatty acid receptors in portal vein nucleic terminals. Butyric acid and propionic acid have the ability to change nerve conduction. Both of these increase tyrosine hydroxylase activity in the synthesis of dopamine and noradrenaline. These short-chain fatty acids reduce the activity of the dopamine beta hydroxylase enzyme, which controls the noradrenaline conversion of dopamine. In addition, propionic acid, which increases tryptophan hydroxylase activity, also has the ability to alter serotonergic neurotransmission [22, 27–31].

The benefit of barley in ancient times has been proven by new studies. It is obvious that the food does not only give energy to us but also to our souls. Our new mental home is our hearings, our senses, our thoughts, our decisions, and sometimes the origin of certain neuroses.

3.1. Past traces in nutrition

Nutrition is also an important regulator of the physiological health. It is dependent on adult stem lines that differentiate into self-renewing, specialized cell types in the hemostasis, and
regeneration of the tissues. When the stem cells respond to the signals from the food, they affect the tissue biology by changing the function and activation of adult stem cells; high-fat diets and ketogenic diets affect stem cell function and microenvironment.

Calorie restriction has been shown to increase stem cell function in the intestine and skeletal muscle and has positive effects on adult stem cells and hematopoietic stem cells. Similarly, fasting provides protection against intestinal, hematopoietic, and neuronal stem cells from injury. While high-fat diets induce root-like properties, high-fat diets disrupt hematopoiesis and neurogenesis.

Caloric restriction and fasting are generally beneficial for adult stem cell function, whereas high-fat diets destroy stem cell function or create opportunities for tumor formation. Diets and nutrition must work to understand how adult stem cells respond to diet-induced signals and physiology.

Diet has a profound effect on tissue regeneration in various organisms and has beneficial effects on low-caloric conditions such as intermittent fasting, loss of organ health, and age-related tissue function [35, 36].

The new work defends the antic order of the day. Restriction of intake of nutrients and reduction of fat intake have been expressed by Plato, Hippocrates, Avicenna, Ibn Khaldun, and other philosophers. It is this nutritional way of being healthy in the communities that have fewer meals, less food, and healthy appearance of their skin and their bodies being athletic. Quite surprising words spoken hundreds of years ago are confirmed in recent studies.

Barley flour, an important nutrient in ancient times, has a beneficial metabolic effect in suppressing appetite and increasing insulin sensitivity. These effects of barley are the results of intestinal microbial metabolism SCFA production and their effect and stimulation of the secretion of intestinal hormones. SCFA and possibly other metabolites induced by changes in intestinal microbiology may contribute to metabolic disorders such as obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus [37].

Flavonoids found in fresh green barley leaves revealed in studies have strong antioxidant activity of saponarin. There are many reports about the antioxidant activity of flavonoids found in natural plants. Therefore, it should be beneficial to health with supplements containing saponarin green barley leaves [38].

Fresh green barley leaves have a strong anti-stress property in mice as evidenced by the inhibition of the decline in voluntary wheel-running activity and hippocampal brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) messenger RNA(mRNA) reaction to restraint stress. These findings support that the young green leaves with barley supplementation may be beneficial in the prevention of stress-related psychiatric disorders such as depression [39].

Whole barley and barley products during daily nutrition may help alleviate oxidative stress-related disease states, cardiovascular diseases, and colon cancer, among others. However, there are many additional factors such as bioavailability, which can affect the antiproliferative effect in vivo [40].
In ancient times, an important nutrient is olive oil, which is also linked to the high phenolic compound content that protects olive oil against different diseases. Olive oil phenolic compounds prevent cardiovascular disease, cancer, neurodegenerative disease, and osteoporosis. Antioxidant, antiproliferative, proapoptotic, and anti-inflammatory activities of olive oil phenolic compounds have protective effects against heart disease and cancer. Neuroprotective and neuromodulatory effects that inhibit the development of amyloid plaques also apply to neurodegenerative disease. Finally, it is known to protect against osteoporosis that promotes bone regeneration. Olive oil taken with diet may be proposed as an important source of phenolic compounds that prevent chronic disease and ultimately improve quality of life [41].

Taking virgin olive oil phenolic compounds (PC) alone or in combination with thyme PC mixture for 3 weeks decreases calorie-LDL in hypercholesterolemic people. This cardioprotective effect, together with the increase in the populations of bifidobacteria, can be mediated by an increase in PC microbial metabolites of antioxidant activities such as protocatechatic acid and hydroxytyrosol. The specific growth stimulation of bifidobacteria in the human gut initially demonstrates a potential prebiotic activity of an olive oil enriched in extra virgin olive oil and thyme PC [42].

3.2. Importance of nutrition philosophy education

Nutrition philosophy education is necessary so that individuals can get rid of their bad nutrition habits. Under the heading of nutrition philosophy, people who have been mentioned for centuries are able to gain the nutritional habit that will bring their spirit and body health to the best level and this nutrition is a way of life.

The acquisition of healthy eating habits by individuals will ensure that the community is fed better and that a general quality of life is achieved. The social cultural habits that society is in should be considered when giving the training of this nutrition philosophy. The subject to be focused on nutrition philosophy education is to describe that collection of nutrition habits. Why is it important to educate people about nutrition philosophy and what is the effect on the body and soul health of the foods we eat? It is important to ensure that awareness occurs during meals. It is necessary to teach the delightful individual nutrition model which is both enjoyable and nourishing the body and feeding all the senses. It has been taught in person to choose the right food choice for emotional and physical well-being in balance, reaching awareness [43].

4. Conclusion

Many times since ancient times, it has been mentioned by philosophers that an important part of feeding the body is feeding the soul. In antiquity we often find barley and olives in the speeches on nutrition and health. In ancient times the gut-brain axis relation was known. In their observations, philosophers observed and told that the soul was influenced by nutrition.

Philosophers have stated that people who eat less recover faster and their tissues renew itself. Ibn Khaldun has observed with his own eyes that people who nurture themselves with a large variety of food do not only look physically unhealthy, but also their minds and souls seem to be blurred.
In general, nutrition seems simple, but it is an art at first and nutrition is a philosophy. In the last years, the progress of medicine and the development of technology resulted in diagnosis and treatment instead of looking at people’s faces and recognizing the whole picture. The deterioration of nature with technology makes it difficult to reach a certain quality of natural food. The decline in the quality of our food disrupts people’s physical and mental health.

Doctors are so busy nowadays with people’s diseases that they cannot find the time to make profound researches concerning the reasons. Chronical diseases, depressions, and cancer and heart diseases are getting more frequent every year.

In recent years, researches found clear links between the state of people’s well-being beforehand and occurring diseases like chronical illness and cancer. It is amazing how many similarities are between the written documents of the old philosophers and the researches today. A special focus is on barley, where we found out that it prevents chronical diseases and how healthy it is to consume it in general. What they found out with their pure eyesight can be proven today with all our technological development. This demonstrates how important it is to observe people’s alimentation.

The philosophy of alimentation might give us a clear start to see the patient as a whole again. It can not only be drugs and medicine to treat the diseases. We have to find its beginning.

Every food can be the medicine already or vice versa the beginning of an unhealthy state of mind. We shall consider to change our thinking from “feeding ourselves” to nurture our bodies, minds, and souls.

Selective nutrition is more important than a variety of all kinds of food. We shall never forget that there is a clear link between our intestines and our brains: the gut-brain axis.
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